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Soviet commentator Boris
Notkin will visit campus.
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Budget hopes

rts hail
bscenity
• •
ec1s1on

Democrats predict
Tuesday resolution

didn't take long for a Cincinjury to find the director of the
's Comtemporary Art Center
ocent of violating obscenity
. However, it will be a decithat has a lasting effect .on art
'tutions and museums natione decision is positive for the
" said Michael Watts, director
stern 's Tarble Arts Center.
nnis Barrie, director of the
innati arts center, was indictfor displaying several Robert
plethorpe photographs, which
e been deemed by prosecuters
sexually explicit.
er a two-week trial, the· jury
d Barrie innocent Friday.
very museum is concerned
ut what they exhibit," he said,
· g that any recognized museis expected to display works
.artistic merit. And this case
ked the first time an institu's director has had criminal
rges filed against the works
nted for viewing.
atts said that in the past, art
'tutions have been regarded as
tity that determines what is

• Continued on page 2

Tour de Coles
A cyclist participates Saturday morning in the Central Illinois Cyclists'
Harvest 50-mile Half Century ride, held mostly south of Charleston .

istory is Edgar opponent
ts will likely back hometown
matorial candidate Jim Edgar
the upcoming election, history
ws that Democrats .from Coles
nty have had greater success
winning top state political posi-

s.
Secretary of State Edgar, a
blican challenging Democrat
·1 Hartigan for the governor's
, is one of few Coles County
idents in the past two centuries
t have made it to the upper
ata of the Illinois political

e.
Using his hometown roots to
p launch Iris political career,
gar has achieved statewide
gnition and financial backing
e 1972, when he began his
itical career as a top assistant
the Illinois Speaker of the
use.
Since then, Edgar has been a
te representative and his pre! position, Secretary of State.
d if he wins the governor's
e next month, it will be the
st time in more than six
ades that a downstate resident
uld have been in Illinois' highpolitical office.
In at least the past two decades

though, Edgar has been the only
Coles County resident who has
come close to the top.
In 1822, Edward Coles, a
Democrat, was elected the second
governor of the state. Coles
County was later named for
Coles, a West Virginia native.
Since Coles, Usher Linder, also
a Democrat, served as a representative of Coles County for several
terms before he was commissioned as attorney general on Feb.
4, 1837. He resigned a little more
than a year later.
Another Democrat, Thomas
Marshall, was elected state senator in 1861 and was a member of
the Constitutional Convention of
1847-48. Later in 1861, he was
elected lieutenant governor and
president of the senate.
The first Coles County
Republican to make the upper
eschelon of state politics was Sen.
Harry Pemberton, who held office
from 1896 until 1912.
As the Republican whip, Pemberton served as the president
tempore of the State Senate.
Through his work, Eastern was
granted funds in 1907 to build
Pemberton Hall, the oldest female
residence hall in Illinois.
And explanations for the low
number of top state politicians
originating from Coles County

are as diverse as the candidates
themselves.
"Two-thirds of this state lives in
the six-county metropolitan
(Chicago) area," said Gary Mack,
Edgar's press spokesman. "It
doesn't matter where a person
comes from." He added hard
work and getting to know "all the
parts of the state" are also important points for political success.
However, some believe a candidate coming from a small town
such as Charleston will have more
trouble trying to gain statewide
recognition and campaign funding.
"In order for the state party to
back a candidate, that candi.d ate
has to show he has the ability to
raise funds and depend on their
own abilities," Coles County
Clerk Betty Coffrin said. "People
don't just run for a state office;
they plan. It takes a lot of work to
build and maintain a political
base.:
If a local official makes decisions or passes legislation some
citizens do not agree with, they
will most likely not vote for the
candidate if he runs for re-election, Coffrin added.
This occurs specially in rural
areas, where there is not the volume of people that is present in

"'Continued on page 2

WASHINGTON (AP) - Democratic leaders predicted Sunday
that a new budget agreement eas- ing Medicare cuts and tempering
excise tax increases will be
reached before the government
shutdown takes full effect
Tuesday.
Democrats told their leaders to
go ahead with a plan designed to
let Democratic-controlled committees draft later the specifics for
reaching $500 billion in deficit
reduction over the next five years.
Republicans were balking but
House Speaker Thomas Foley, DWash., said he might go ahead
with it anyway.
Informal bipartisan talks continued into the night Sunday as the
House remained on standby to
consider any plan put before it.
The Senate. meanwhile. con vened at 6 p.m. and adjourned 12
minutes later after concluding that
it would be hours, at best, before
anything concrete would emanate
from the House.
That meant there was no chance
of a final budget agreement being
approved Sunday, but the practical impact of pushing a decision
into Monday was marginal since
it is Columbus Day.
Republicans and Democrats,
meanwhile, continued to blame
each other for the partial government shutdown that closed
federal tourist attractions and
other weekend programs nationwide.
Foley said President Bush's veto
Saturday of a bill designed to
keep the government operating
during the negotiations was "a
bad mistake" that had slowed the
talks.
The president was "saying we
ought to rebuild the fiscal house
of this country and (then he) sets
the house on fire for awhile to get
our attention," Foley said.
Bush spent Sunday at his mountaintop retreat at Camp David,
Md., conferring by telephone with
his chief of staff, John Sununu,
and Treasury Secretary Nicholas
Brady, part of the administration
team that negotiated the defeated
budget pact.
Vice President Dan Quayle,
appearing on ABC-TV's "This
Week With David Brinkley" program, said Bush was not the problem, "The problem is Congress."
Quayle predicted that 90 percent
of the budget deal Bush unsuccessfully lobbied for last week
would remain, and would pass
with a few changes.
"We now know what the prob1ems were with the old one,"
agreed Sen. James Sasser, DTenn., chairman of the Senate
Budget Committee.

U.S. facility
shutdowns
spur debate

'

By JEFF MADSEN
News editor

Citing the present goverment
shutdown as an "artificial crisis," one Eastern economics
professor said Sunday the
inability of Congress and the
President to agree on a budget
package is merely "theatrics."
But a political science professor maintains the closing of the
nation's parks are necessary,
saying, "You can't operate as
business as usual if there is no
money."
As Congress convenes on the
Columbus Day holiday without
an approved federal budget,
President George Bush has
ordered that government's nonessential services such as
national parks, be closed since
there are presently no federal
coffers to support those services in the new fiscal year,
which began Oct. 1.
And each day that passes without an approved budget will
gradually chip away at the federal work force, which presently
stands at about 2.4 million. In
addition to parks, others agencies
such as the FBI, NASA, the
Federal Aviation Administration,
and Amtrak, may be told to lay
off workers since the U.S. government technically does not
have the money to pay them.
"Those who would like to see
a lot less government are going
to get it pretty quick," said
Richard Goodrick, chair of
Eastern 's political science
department. "The government
is not going to fold, but they
definitely have to clean house."
Goodrick, who believes the
governmental shutdown may
continue beyond Oct. 15, said
the closure is essential though.
"No budget has been passed,"
Goodrick said Sunday. "If you
take it back in terms of the
Constitution, no money can be
spent without Congress approving it."
But Allen Smith, an eco-

• ,-,ontinued on page 2
"The new budget agreement in
my view will address the problem of the overly large Medicare
cuts ... and also will address the
revenue part of the package,"
said Sasser, also appearing on
ABC.
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Mi~ors'

abortion rights
considered at meeting

FROM PAGE ONE

U.S. facilities

By BOB McKEE

President Bush then, who supported the budget ·
compromise, vetoed a stopgap money measure
designed to keep the government running and
Congress extra time to approve a budget.
"Bush is pretty much making it a matter of when
push comes to shove," Goodrick said.
"Our government has let the American people
down," Smith added. "They're playing politics. It's
almost a circus."
Smith said it is now essential that Congress and
Bush approve a 30-day spending measure that would
expire after the Nov. 6 general elections, so politics
is left out of any budget decisions.

•From page 1
nomics professor who publishes a weekly economics
column in 15 newspapers, said the measure was
largely unnecessary and both Bush and Congress are
to blame.
"It's theatrics as far as I'm concerned," Smith said.
"It is literally absurd that they have to shut down the
federal government. This isn't going to hurt the
Congress, it's going to hurt innocent people across
the country. There's no reason for it."
He said Congress last week should have approved
a budget compromise that would have kept
government agencies operating without a closure.

Arts hail

History
stance on major issues of the day,
there are other factors that affect
campaigns and their costs.
"Winnability," according to
Herbert Alexander, author of
"Political Financing," is a factor th,at
may allow a popular incumbent to
feel comfortable spending little on a
campaign, and his opponent may not
be able to raise much money or be
willing to spend much on what
seems to be a lost cause.
Other factors that affect campaign
costs according to Alexander are
geography and the importance of the
area.
Some areas are simply not
important enough to gain national
attention or are too poor to supply
much money for a campaign to
make it worth a candidates time to
stop in that community.
According to Alexander, campaign
costs vary, but some expenses include
the printing of a candidate biography,
voting instructions and money for
poll watchers. With bigger campaigns
(presidential, senatorial and gubernatorial) television and radio exposure account for almost 50 percent
of the total cost of campaigning,
Alexander said.
Alexander also noted that the
practice of buying newspapers, or
making contributions to newspapers
to publicize a party's views, was
used for publicity by Abraham Lincoln, who bought a small German
weekly in Illinois for his campaign
in 1860.

•Frompage 1
urban areas.
"Party endorsement is the key to
any candidate that is running for a
statewide office, as far as recognition and backing are concerned especially if the candidate is from a
small town such as Charleston," she
said, adding that when a candidate
has primary and general elections, it
is like "having two campaigns in
one year."
"Slating to back your candidacy is
not an easy thing to do," said Larry
Thorsen, an Eastern political science
professor. "Seniority plays a major
role - a long period of service in the
state legislature will have made the
candidate's name known through
that service."
Though candidates in urban and
rural areas are confronted with the
same issues and campaign guidelines, candidates in metropolitan
have certain advantages.
One is publicity. "I read the
Chicago Tribune in Charleston, but
: How many people from Chicago
' read 'a Charleston paper," said
Richard Wandling, an assistant
professor of political science at
Eastern. "But if you're a political
entrepreneur, you will get your name
out there."
Another factor, obviously, is
money.
Among campaign committees,
preparation for debate with opponents and knowing the voters

•From page 1
"significant and important" in
the art world.
If the courts ruled against
Barrie, there would be detrimental affects, he said. For
example, directors of museums and galleries would be
subject to prosecution if
certain members of society
found the work personally
offensive.
But there is no clear guidelines as to what the courts
define as obscene, Watts said.
"Who would draw the lines,"
he asked.
"Generally, people think of
art in terms of the 19th century
... as beautiful and inspiring,"
Watts said. "But contemporary
art is not always beautiful and
inspiring. In fact, it can be
depressing. But it is a reflection
of our society."
Watts said he has seen some
Mapplethorpe photographs,
but not the selections that
have caused the legal battle.
To give the public some
direction, Watts said he tries
to let the public know about
the content of a Tarble Arts
show, allowing them to predetermine whether material
may be personally offensive.

City editor

Whether parental notification be
mandatory in the case of a minor
having an abortion will be the focus
of a 7 p.m. public meeting Tuesday
in the Coleman Hall Auditorium.
The meeting, co-sponsored by the
Eastern Illinois University Women's Studies Council and the East
Central Illinois Chapter of the
ACLU, will expose "the evils and
the serious problems" arising from
laws which require parents be
notified and consent to a minor's
abortion, said Rob Schofield,
legislative director for the state
chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union.
"I think it (parental approval of
an abortion) is a good thing,"
Schofield said, "but I don't think it
should b~ mandated by the
government."
The meeting will consist of
speaker presentations by Schofield
iµtd Laura Tucker, the public affairs
officer from ACLU Illinois of
Chicago, and a question-andanswer period moderated by speech
communication instructor Mary
Hogg.
Prior to the meeting, a 30-minute
film, "Abortion Denied," will be
shown.
Schofield said the recent Supreme
Court rulings in Minnesota and
Ohio are "more likely" to make
mandatory notification laws more

I think it is a good
thing, but I don't
think it should be
mandated by the
government.
Rob Schofie
Illinois AC

effective.
During the summer, the Mi
nesota and Ohio courts decided
both parents, whether livi
together or not, be notified be~
their child may have an abortion.
Schofield said the ACLU h
to mobilize people to build g
roots opposition to such legisla ·
in this state.
Schofield expressed that in
cases it is difficult for a minor
bring the possibilities of having
abortion to their family. "
everyone lives in a Beaver Clea
family," he said. "This cau
health problems for women."
The fear of confronting on
parents could drive them to seek
abortion from an illegal aborti
doctor, which in many cases t
die, Schofield said.
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The Daily Eastern News is published daily, Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Illinois, during fall and
spring semesters and twice weekly during the summer term except during school vacations or
examinations, by the students of Eastern Illinois University. Subscription price: $24 per semester, $10
for summer only, $44 all year. The Daily Eastern News is a member of the Associated Press which is
entltled to exclusive use of all articles appearing in this paper. The editorials on Page 4 represent the
majority opinion of the editorial board, all other opinion pieces are signed. The Daily Eastern News
editorial and business offices are located in the North Gym of the Buzzard Educational Building, Eastern
Illinois University. Second class postage paid at Charleston, IL 61920. tSSN 0894-1599. Printed by
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, IL 61920.
Postmaster: Send address changes to The Daily Eastern News, Room 127, Buzzard Educational
Building, Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, IL 61920.
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FACE FACTS
•Greek Organizations
•Academic Clubs
•All Other Recognized University
-organizations
Group photos for the Warbler Yearbook will begin being
taken Monday, Oct. 8th. Please call 581-2812 to set up an
appointment as soon as possible.
Cost
$45 for 1 picture - 1/3 of a page
$85 for 2 pictures - 2/3 of a page
$140 for 3 pictures - a full page
$220 for 4 pictures - two full pages
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Many students ready
to vote, survey says
By LORI BAKER
Staff writer

i

With voter registration closing
Tuesday, more than half of 100
Eastern students polled last week
said they had registered to vote
for the Nov. 6 General Election.
About 62 percent of the students
in an informal Daily Eastern
News poll said they had registered, but only 56 percent indicated that they actually plan to cast a
ballot in the upcoming election.
"I just won't," said Mike
Abramowicz, 21, an Eastern
junior. "It doesn't matter to me
right now."
"I don't know enough about the
issues," added Richard Jablonski,
also a junior. "I'd be for whoever
is for lower taxes if I was to
vote."
About 98 percent of Eastern 's
KEN TREVARTHAN\Staff photographer
student body is eligible to vote,
rk Schlatter of the Frankfort Skydiving Exhibition Team from Frankfort, Ind., attempts to pull his since the vast majority of students
achute down after landing during Air Showcase '90 at Coles County Memorial airport Saturday .
are at least 18 years old.
In addition to the age requirement, students must also be a resident of their particular precinct
for 30 days prior to Nov. 6.
For Eastern, there are three
precincts: two on campus at centered in the Martin Luther King
of Foster Aviation said he urday's crowd kept the weekend Jr. University Union Grand
couldn't guess how large the from being an entire disaster.
Ballroom and Carman Hall. The
Sunny skies and mild tempera- third precinct, at the Emmanuel
crowd was Sunday morning, but
The Coles County Airshow several people waited in the air- tures created a perfect day for the Lutheran Church on Ninth Street,
as grounded Sunday because of port restaurant until the an- crowds that gathered to watch is primarily for off-campus stugering rain and a low flight nouncement was made. A few, he the several aeronautic displays of dents.
iling, a Federal Aviation said, even stayed to inspect the skill and daring.
Students must also be U.S. citiWarner said Foster Aviation zens and must present two forms
brightly decorated aircraft that
inis-tration official said.
allowed visitors to inspect the of identification when they regisPrior to the 11 a.m. opening of were tied down on the tarmac.
Two naval officers from the remaining aircraft Sunday after- ter, one of which must show their
Sunday show, which tradinally feautures mid-air dare- naval air station at Norfolk, Va., noon, but refused to collect tick- current Coles County address.
However, less than 10 percent
vil-like airplane stunts, the had flown up on a commercial ets from those who showed up
of Eastern 's student body ·actually
notified Foster Aviation at flight just to see the show. The for the cancelled show.
Several small children were casts a ballot - in any election.
e Coles County Airport that two officers, a lieutenant comIn the general elections of 1989,
orsening weather weather con- mander and a commander, asked awarded for their patience when
"tions made the cloudy ceiling not to be identified, but said they William "Gene" McNealy of only 91 of 2,500 students regislow for safe flights.
were interested in the Coles Earle, Ark. took off for home in tered to vote cast a ballot.
In the upcoming general elecThe rain that began falling in County event because of the sim- his T-6 Texan as McNealy
tion,
Eastern graduate Jim Edgar,
dropped a smoke trail behind the
leston Saturday, didn't deter ilar airshow held at Norfolk.
the
Republican
candidate for gov- . probably should be involved And although Sunday's portion aircraft as he took off from the
tators from showing up for
Democrat I've thought about it. I would vote
ernor,
will
challenge
event, however. Gary Warner of the show washed out, Sat- airport.
Neil Hartigan in a race that is for anyone who is for education."
For more information, students
even closer as the election begins.
"I don't like politics," said can call the ~oles County Clerk's
Stacy Wolff, a sophomore "I Office at 345-0501.
~

rounded

eather cancels annual airshow

Blast to the Past' kicks off
ull week of activities planned

1990
last to the Past" homecoming
travaganza is over as Sunday
ked off a week full of events
lebrating Eastern's 75th homeming week.
The activities began with a
"ckoff dance from 4-7 p.m. in
e University Ballroom of the
artin Luther King Jr.
niversity Union with food and
freshments to entertain the paripants and the students.
The dance also featured enterinmen t by the band "Good
estion."
"We are a little bit sad about
e rain because the event was
lanned for the South Quad,"
aid Dan Barrett, homecoming
oordinator. "But we are very
ptimistic about this event and
he others because everyone
orked very hard to make this
ee)< wstJccess. '.' · .' · : .: ·, · · ·.
Approximately '22 stuaerits \1re

signed up to participate in the
window painting competition in
the Union Walkway, scheduled
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
·
and Tuesday.
"Each organization which
signed up will paint/decorate a
window in the walkway with a
recreation of a specific theme of
the past so that the passersby can
look back on the different varieties in the themes from the
beginning of the university,"
Barrett said.
On Tuesday, Homecoming
elections will take place
betweem 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
in the University Ballroom and
Coleman Hall.
Students with a valid l.D. will
be eligible to vote for Homecoming king, queen and freshman attendants.
"There are 67 candidates but
the winners will receive a plaque
and will ride in a horse-driven
carriage in the Homecoming
· paraqe/;. h~·~mid.
, ... . .
'· Coton1atibn 'ceremonies
tne··

for

King, Queen and attendants will
be held between 7 and 8:30 p.m.
Tuesday in the Grand Ballroom
of the Union.
Homecoming Fun Games will be
held from 3 to 5 p.m. Wednesday
in the Library Quad.
As the week comes to a close,
a bonfire/pep rally, featuring the
EIU Marching Band, Pink
Panthers, football coach Bob
Spoo and the football team will
be held from 8 to 10 p.m. Thursday at the Lawson/Taylor courts.
The big day Saturday will
begin with a Homecoming
Parade led by Eastern 's Panther
mascot.
"We are trying to stick with the
Eastern peg and the panther has
always been there," Barrett said.
"We want to keep this occasion
fun and try not to be too serious
by being political or anything
else," he added.
Homecoming festivities will
conclude with a pre-game pep
rally and the football game at 2
p.m.
Eastern will play host to lndi~n& Stat~ ai O'Brien.Stad(um . .

-..

.. .

Soviet anchor to lecture
By LORI HIGGINS
Campus editor

A Russian television commentator from the Soviet Union will
lecture on U.S. and Soviet relations at 8 p.m. Monday in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Boris Notkin, the anchorman
and commentator for the Soviet
program "Good Evening Moscow," will "talk about the state of
affairs of Russia, including
domestic policies and economics," said David Milberg,
Eastern's director of student
activities.
"He will just discuss current
issues in Russia from his perspective," Milberg said.
Notkin, whose show is a cross
between "60 Minutes" and "Good
Morning America," also will
answer questions from the audience. Admission to the lecture is
$1 for students with an Eastern ID
and $3 for the general public.
A professor of rhetoric at the
University of Moscow, Notkin
· has served as an interpreter for

Boris Norkin

former President Ronald Reagan .
"He is a very dynamic speaker
and has an interesting angle to
what i. is like to live in Russia,"
Milberg said.
Notkin will remain in the country for a while yet completing his
current lecture tour, Milberg said,
which presented a chance for an
·
Eastern appearance.
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Eastern News 'Peaks' a success in piquing interest

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
MONDAY• OCTOBER 8 • 1990

Celebration is
worth Eastern' s
ongoing support

This week I'm writing about
something I really don't know
much about.
While this breaks a cardinal
rule of opinion writing, I think
it's OK because no one else
really knows much about "Twin
Peaks" either.
I'd like to write about something else, but since viewing last
Sunday's season premiere and David
this Saturday's episode, I've
been able to think of virtually Lindquist
nothing else.
David Lynch's vision has enraptured a segment of
society. How big this segment is remains to be seen,
but the show is well on its way to achieving lasting
importance on some level.
However, the show stands at a crossroads - ready
to either enter the mainstream or become comfortable
with its cult status.
It would be sad if Special Agent Dale Cooper and
Sheriff Harry Truman were to the t 990s what Jon Baker
and Frank Poncherello were to the '70s.
On the other hand, "Twin Peaks" just may be
another "Star Trek" t 5 years down the road.
I hope I'm not on hand for the first "Twin Peaks"
convention, where everybody's running around
saying, "Fire, walk with me," and wearing T-shirts
boasting, "I knew who killed Laura by the third
episode."
While we're on the subject, who did ...
At this point it really doesn't matter.
The more creamed corn I see cupped in the hands of a
t 2-year-old Lynch look-alike and messages sent to
Cooper from outer space, the less I am concerned with
who killed Laura. No_t that I don't have plenty of

When Eastern's minority task force came
out with its report a couple of weeks ago, one
of the items ·stressed :was diversity. It was
determined that a slice of life ought · to be
offered to everyone.
One of the most successful on-campus
attempts at this has been the annual Celebration activities. Different ethnic foods, arts,
music and culture have been offered to a
generally receptive crowd.
ltO
However, last year, the
event lost about $2,000.
Much of this loss probably was a result of rain.
. But last week, the planning commission for
the event said the three-day event may be
µ\Reeled this year because of a lack of funds.
The $30,000 event has been funded by nonuniversity support groups, including the
Illinois Art Council, which contributed roughly
a third of the funds.
By charging admission to certain events
and relying on soda sales, the festival has
been able to recover some of the funding.
However, the festival in general has been a
free event that has attracted up to 10,000
people to Eastern' s campus.
It would be a shame if Celebration was
canceled. It's one of the few popular events
on campus that attracts a crowd and is good
public relations for the university.
The university should provide extra
financial support. Then it should insist on an
event that is even more diverse. One problem with the Celebration, it seems, has been
Your Turn
the lack of Afro-American culture offered.
If the school is serious about diversity and
attracting minority students and faculty,
Celebration seems like a good opportunity.
One of the alternatives to canceling the
Dear editor:
event is to charge admission to the entire - It is with great displeasure that 1
festival.
read in Oct . 3 edition of the
That may not be such a bad idea. Many possibility of the termination of ·
students attend the event because it is free Celebration Weekend t 991. In this
and entertaining. Is 25 or 50 cents going to · my senior year at Eastern, I have

Ed• rfa I

Celebration should
continue tradition

come to look forward to the
weekend on the quad - listening to
a variety of music, browsing
through the craft booths, and
sampling an assortment of food.
Scheduling the event two weeks
prior to spring finals provides one
last opportunity to relax before
extensive studying begins. Also,
the weekend typically coincides
with Little People's Weekend in the
residence halls and provides entertainment for all ages.
I simply hate to see an event that
has come to be a personal tradition
in my three years at Eastern, and a
longer tradition in the Charleston
comm unity, cease . I realize that
- . _.fµ[lping.is necessary .:lnc;f nope that' if.~

scare people off?
Very unlikely.
And with 10,000 people attending, the
· organizers of the event could easily recover a
$2,000 loss when it occurs.
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Nachman's Rule: When it
comes to foreign food, the less
authentic the better.
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acquaintances who have theories on the matter, though.
It's got to be Donna, Dave. She's the only one wl
a real motive. She wanted fames. In Saturday nigh
episode, Donna said to fames, "You made me do it."
Well, that is a good point. But how would Don
not seeming to be the type who hangs aroun
abandoned train cars, execute her dastardly plan? A
why would anyone want to go out with a guy w
sings as poorly as James?
Madeleine and Laura have always liked tradl
places. On the fateful night, Madeleine switched
Laura once more, did drugs, did Jacques and ended
dead - wrapped In plastic. In the season premie
Madeleine (Laura) did ditch those wholeso
eyeglasses, promising never to wear them again.
Hmmm_m. So that's why Madeleine (Laura) is havl
flashbacks with our friend BOB, the wild-haired furni
hurdler who is more evil than Albert the medi
examiner. Kind of boggles the mind, doesn't it?
And some people tell me it's only logical that this
character is the killer. Something about the sho
European version, they tell me. European version?
Anyway, there are larger questions to be dealt
when it comes to 'Twin Peaks. Whose child is L
Moran carrying? Will Hank and Harry be patchi
things up anytime time soon? Why doesn't Coo
just look under his bed?
What we can be sure of is that "Twin Peaks"
making an impact on American society. I can air
see Mattel's Talking Log on shelves in time
Christmas, batteries not included. Or Kyle M
Lachlan's face soon may be plastered on the label
International Food's new "Twin Peaks" coffee.
Sometimes things can happen just like that.

- David Lindquist is editor in chief and a reg
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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the Illinois Arts Council grant cannot
be attained, some other financial
backing can be found.
I would even suggest the event
be downsized for this year rather
than dissolved so that it might
remai~ tradition in the lives of
students and residents. I cannot
think of a more appropriate way to
end a college semester than by
celebrating -together at a cultural
festival and experiencing what the
EIU Fine Arts department has to
offer the university and community.
THE CELEBRATION MUST GO ON!
Elizabeth Adams

Community is one
to receive blame

for recycleable materials except
aluminum. The question I po
should the blame be put on Ball
rather should it be placed on
community as a whole for
tackling this problem with b
eyes open?
I believe we need to answer
second part of that question. I
much easier to find a scapeg
and place the blame on his or
shoulders than to find creat
solutions to the landfill prob!
this county must deal with now.
This university and commu
has tremendous talent in
students (e.g. EISCCAP), in
faculty/staff, and in its concer
citizens to meet the demands
safeguarding our environment
the future. We need to listen
them. We need to look for crea
solutions which will help to ft
markets for Ball's efforts. We n
to make Charleston a model c
munity where people are g
stewards of creation.
, . h.~ ',,.,
.. ~~r.L:an

Dear editor:
Thursday's article "Waste of
time?" has generated much dia·Jogue among the university population . Many people were surprised to find out about the " Recycle Us" collection bins, and that
' JJ·reserihy 'Mi:: B.alL'bas'_oa' rn.ar.l<.ets.'~:.~

."/h~~.«t_c;.tp~~-~.'"'1~

oetry Hal I offers
ecture Wednesday
J.M. TUCKER

American poet Donald Hall has
this farm in Danbury, N.H., on
journey that will end at the
th Library Lecture Room.
Hall, a biographer, editor and
yist, is traveling to Eastern to
sent an informal lecture to facty members as well as read a
w of his selections at a free
try reading.
Hall, whose poetry spans 43
s, will present a lecture titled
riling Across the Curriculum"
3 p.m. Wednesday in the
arleston-Mattoon Room of the
in Luther King Jr. University
ion, said Bruce Guernsey, prosor of English at Eastern.
all will then extend his visit to
ents and community residents
poetry reading at 7:30 p.m. in
Booth Library Lecture Room.
"Hall is a poet whose writing
gained from a sense of place,"
uernsey said. He added Hall
turns to his ancestral home of
ew Hampshire, Eagle Pond
, in many of his selections.
"Some of his poems are based
und that particular experience
being on that farm," Guernsey
. "He talks about maple syrup
Jes that he found when he first
oved there, still filled with
le syrup that his great-grander put there in the 19th centu"Here At Eagle Pond," to be
blished Nov. 12, is a collection
essays in which Hall researchthe "creation and identification
self through landscape,"
emsey said.
Another quality common in
Jl's later works is his experientation with longer lines,
ernsey said. "He was influ-

enced by Walt Whitman and the
use of the relaxed line of poetry.
That is particularly true in his
book, 'Kicking the Leaves,"' he
added.
Hall also is famous for altering
his traditional forms of poetry as
in "My Son, My Executioner" to
the more relaxed poetry measures
found in "The Town of Hill" and
"Maple Syrup," Guernsey said.
"I think it has opened his poems
up to more and more instinctive
levels," Guernsey said.
Hall is the recipient of homer'•
ous poetry awards including the
Lamont Poetry Selection award,
the 1988 National Book Critics
Circle Award and the 1989 Los
Angeles Times Book Prize.
Hall's most recent book of poetry, "Old and New Poems," published in July, 1990, contains
poems written from 1947 to 1990.
"Hall is a star, a critic, a poet, a
humorist, an essayist and has
written children's books, too,"
Guernsey said.
Hall also has been poetry editor
for The Paris Review, compiled
13 anthologies and written on
modern poetry.
He edited the anthology The
Best American Poetry of 1989 in
which his poem, "History,"
appears. He also is the author of
"Writing Well," a text on composition, now in its sixth edition.
Collections of Hall's poetry will
be on sale at the poetry reading
Wednesday, courtesy of the
Lincoln
Book
Shop
of
Charleston.
Hall's visit is funded by the
Office of Faculty Development,
the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs,
the Office of the President and the
English department.

RALPH SORDYL JR.\Staff photographer

Check it out!
Danny Ensign, 12, and Josh Toothman, 3, explore Charleston Fire Station # 1 during its open house
Saturday afternoon for fire prevention week.

Open house scheduled for Monday
By LORI HIGGINS
Campus editor

Hundreds of high school students celebrating Columbus Day
across Illinois will invade
Eastern's campus Monday to participate in the fall Open House.
Dale Wolf, director of admissions, said the open house, aimed
at acquainting potential Eastern
students with what Eastern has to
offer, will last throughout the day,
featuring campus and residence
hall tours as well as various discussion sessions with the academic
departments.
The morning will begin with registration at 9 a.m. in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. From 9
a.m. to noon, students will be able

to talk to representatives from all
academic departments at Eastern.
Wolf said the discussion will be
an "open-table type session" in
which the representatives will have
tables set up across the ballroom
and the families will be able to talk
to the department of their choice.
In addition to the academic
departments, Wolf said representatives will be available from student
services, ROTC and housing.
Campus tours, conducted by
Eastern students, will leave the
University Ballroom about every
15 minutes, Wolf said.
"They will walk around the
inside perimeter of the campus,"
Wolf said. He added it would take
too long to include the entire campus, visiting each building, so they
plan to show the students a sample
of a class-type building, the library

and the University Union.
The visiting students also will
have the opportunity to tour the
residence hall of their choice.
Residence hall tours will take
place between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
In addition, a free luncheon will be
provided at any of the residence
halls for the students and their
families, Wolf said.
During the afternoon, a "reverse
open house" will be held in which
several academic departments,
including athletics, fine arts, industrial technology and physical sc}ences, will "allow families to come
back and see their facilities,'' -Wolf
said.
~
The next opportunity for high
school students to visit Eastern 's
campus will be Veteran's Day,
Nov. 12..

pportionment Board to hear allocation requests
nt government editor

The Apportionment Board will
requests for additional money
ocations and budget line item
nsfers during the 7 p.m.
onday meeting in the Sherrer
m of the Martin Luther King
University Union.
The board normally meets on
esdays in the Union's Arcolascola Room, but moved the
ting to Monday because of a
nflict with some of the AB
mbers involved with Homeing.
The five boards governed finan• Jy by the AB may request addi1 allocations twice a year: by
t. I for the fall and Feb. 1 for

year's financial vice president.
The six boards, the University
Board, AB, Student Senate, the
Players, Sports and Recreation and
Student Publications, were given
the opportunity to present their
requests at last Tuesday's meeting
to give the AB members a chance
to study the requests and prepare
questions.
Wake said the only requests
made this fall came from the
University Board and its committees.
The largest UB request concerns
the purchase of a Macintosh computer for desktop publishing by the
Graphics committee. The computer would be used for designing and
publishing the Eventsful calendar
and other UB materials.
The start-up price for the pack-

age is currently $7170.30. However, the price could drop within
the next month as the university
negotiates with Apple Computers,
according to the proposal.
In a separate request, the UB 's
Subway coordinator, Brian
Moushon, requested $3,000 to
cover the cost of the Second City
Touring Company's two shows on
Aug. 29. If approved, that request
would come from the UB revenuesharing account.
Revenue sharing is one of two
accounts, along with the activity
reserve, from which the boards can
request funds in addition to what
has been allocated through their
budgets.
Depending on whether the board
can generate its own funds or not
the majority of the requests go

HOMECOMING • HOMEOMING • HOMECOMING
HOMECOMING • HOMEOMING • HOMECOMING
HOMECOMING • HOMEOMING• HOMECOMING
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THE EDITION

Served with Chips &: Pickle
only $2.49

Coming to

The Daily
Eastern News

Grilled Chicken Sandwich Deluxe
(5 oz chicken breast
with lettuce & tomato)

Tonight•••
3 for I Chili Dogs
$2.50 Pitchers
(Miller &: Lite)
All Night

through revenue sharing.
Boards like UB and Sports and
Recreation, which generate their
own funds, have their own reserve
accounts from which to request
additional money.
Only when their accounts balance out to zero can those boards
request money from the activity
reserve, Wake said.
According to Wake, UB has
$24,702 in its reserve account and
Sports and Recreation has $1, 124
in reserve. The money AB can
allocate to the other boards
(Student Senate, the Players theater group
and
Student
Publications) is $26,422.
The UB 's Concerts committee
has a separate reserve account of
$38, 128 that is not governed by
the AB.

"Concerts has to spend the
money every four years, so the stud en ts who have been here get
some benefit," Wake said.
The activity reserve is an
account collected when the boards
return money not used from the
previous year's budget. Right now
the account total is around
$107,500, according to Wake.
Wake said the main reason
behind additional allocations is if
the board did not project as well as
they should have or if something
unexpected comes up.
When student fees are collected
they are given to AB to allocate to
six different boards.
The boards draft budgets which
must be approved by AB before
the next fiscal year.

Monday Night Football
Specials

s3so

BoomPitchers $250
Booms
Drafts 75¢
Housebrands ~1°0
Hotdogs, Cheese Fries & Nachos for_50¢
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Candidates point fing~rs
during televised ·debates
CHICAGO - Candidates for secretary of state, treasurer and
comptroller exchanged accusations
of impropriety and inexperience
Sunday in consecutively aired televised debates.
And with the Nov. 6 election
now a month away, a newspaper
poll shows Democratic Neil
Hartigan and Republican Jim
Edgar are neck in neck in the race
for governor.
The League of Women Voters
and WLS-TV in Chicago sponsored the three, half-hour debates
broadcast live from the station's
downtown studio.
In between promises to battle
drunk drivers if elected secretary
of state, Republican Lt. Gov.
George Ryan and Democratic state
Treasurer Jerry Cosentino accused
each other of using public office to
· serve their own interests.
Ryan criticized Cosentino for
establishing a subsidiary of his
Illinois trucking finn in Indiana to
take advantage of lower workers'
compensation costs.
"If you 're an elected statewide
official, you don't avoid the laws
in Illinois," Ryan said.
Cosentino in tum cited television
reports that Ryan used influence to
get family members from his
hometown ofKankakee on the
state payroll.
"After we get through hiring all
your family members, I think we'll
have to move the state Capitol to
Kankakee - that's where all the
action is." In the often-heated
debate, each man declared that the
other didn't have an adequate plan
for the office that issues drivers
licenses and vehicle registrations
and oversees the state library sys• tern.
The exchange between Ryan and
Cosentino was followed by a
debate between Republican treasurer candidate Greg Baise and
Democratic opponent Patrick

EIU DORM RENTAL
FRIG SPECIAL

Mini-Frig $25 til May '91
Jr. Maxi-Frig $29 til May '91

Quinn.
Both candidates contended that
the other's background proved him
incapable of wisely and fairly
investing the state's deposits.
Quinn, a political activist, attacked
Baise for taking a $7,500-a-month
consulting job with a businessman
who sought better terms on a state
loan with the Treasurer's office.
He also criticized Baise, who
resigned as secretary of the
Department of Transportation last
November, for accepting campaign
contributions from highway lo.bbyists.
"Mr. Baise is blind to the conflicts of interest he has," Quinn
said.
Baise said Quinn constantly
opposes government, but hasn't
proven that he can do any better in
elected office. He pointed out that
the late Mayor Harold Washington
fired Quinn from a post in
Chicago's revenue department.
"You seem to to have always
been a lightning rod for opposition
rather than a spark plug for getting
things done," Baise said.
In their turn before viewers,
comptroller candidates Sue Suter
and Dawn Clark Netsch each
pledged to bring greater efficiency to the office that pays the
state's bills.
Republican Suter said that
Netsch 's proposal to turn the
comptroller's office into a government watchdog i).gency would
end up costing taxpayers more
money.
"I have a hard time believing
that Senator Netsch is going to be
the chief fiscal watchdog in the
state," said Suter.

Chicago remembers blaz
CHICAGO (AP) - As Chicago
marks the l l 9th anniversary of
the great fire that destroyed
most of the city, descendants of
the famous Mrs. O'Leary - on
whose cow the blaze was
blamed - remain weary of the
family's notoriety.
"We don't say too much," said
Geraldine O'Leary Ross, a
great-granddaughter of the original Mrs. O'Leary. "It's something that Grandpa instilled in
us. It's just that the family was
hurt."
Legend says Mrs. O'Leary's
cow kicked over a lantern while
she was milking it on Oct. 8,
1871, sparking the conflagration
that burned most of the city to
the ground. Three hundred people were killed, 90,000 were left
homeless and 18,000 buildings

** CONSTITUTION **
STUDY SESSION

October 9, 1990 - 7:00 p.m.
Room 225 Coleman Hall

FREE DELIVERY
Call ICE BOXER
1-800-336-6036
or 345-7083

.This is a question and answer session for
students registered to take the
Constitution Examination
Study Session Presented by
Political Science Department

were destroyed.
While Chicago bounced back,
building a new metropolis on
the ashes and even coming to
take pride in the story of Mrs.
O'Leary's cow, the woman and
her scions have been slower to
recover.
"Those people were so persecuted that they absolutely just
turned into themselves," said
southwest side resident Doris
Neeson, whose husband, John,
is one of Mrs. O'Leary's greatgrandsons.
"They still feel marked by
that. And they're still brought
up on it." The original
O'Learys, who had five children, moved twice to other locations in the city to escape the
reporters, carnival managers and
circus agents who hounded

them.
The shame of it, contempo
historians generally agree,
that Mrs. O'Leary and her c
probably got a bad rap.
The fire almost assured
started in the family barn, n
the site of the Chicago F'
Department Training Acade
on the city's near west side.
there is little evidence to s
port the tale that .Mrs. O'Le
was milking at the time.
In the only two interviews
ever gave - both under oath
Catherine O'Leary said she
her husband, Patrick, had g
to bed early that night. The I
end of the cow may have
invented by an imaginati
news reporter, and the fire's
cause remains unknown.

At

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
In Charleston

EVERYTHING SFREE
1

After six years of providing Eastern Students
with quality chiropractic care, we are we/com·
ing the students back to school. To welcome
you back we are offering to perform our services on you first visit absolutely free with this
certificate! This includes consultation, examination, treatment, and X-rays if indicated. Call
NOW to schedule your appointment.

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
at
)erry•s Pizza ~ Pub
·We Deliver
All Day

345-2466
MONDAY SPECIAL

Corn Dog,
& Fries

99¢

GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC
2115 18th St. Call 345-4065
Corner of
4th &.. Lincoln

* New Patients only,
.
Certificate must be presented on I st visit
Expires Oct 3I·1990

Monday, Octeber 8, 1990

EVETTE PEARSON

The Family Sampler Sunday
r October offered an assortent of folk art in Illinois
rough a lecture, slides and
en a soap carving seminar.
Merle Glick, folk art collector
d trustee of Lakeview Museoria, presented a lecture
unday titled, "Folk Arts of
linois." The lecture is in conction with 19th Century Folk
rts from the Illinois State

Museum.
"There are people who know
that I have an interest in folk art
and they keep an eye out for me
but when they call me up, the
first question I ask them is: Does
the artwork originate in Illinois."
Glick said.
The slide presentation at
Tarble Arts Center was designed
to give people an appreciation of
folk art, while a carving workshop that followed it taught
spectators how to apply it.
"Through the slide presentation I hope that people will gain

There are people
who know that I
have an interest in
folk art and they
keep an eye out.

.::q''

Merle Glick

&]

W1

an appreciation of things around
us by people who don't consider
themselves artist but like to

7

taught budding artists how to
transform a simple bar of soap
into a work of art - particularly
an animal that would later be
painted and mounted. Some of
the animals included cats, fish,
dinosaurs, birds. One child,
Damin Joyner, even made a
man-eating pihrahna.
"Illinois Folk Art is not unique.
It is usually done by amateurs or
semi-skilled craftsmen who fill

the need of color and design in
their artwork," Glick said.
Glick began hfs folk art collection 20 years ago and he now
finds collecting a large variety of
artwork very hard.
"It is more fun to concentrate
on materials of ·Illinois even
though the same materials exists
in Ohio, Canada and everywhere," Glick said.
"There are more people interested in the paintings and carvings today, but the majority of
these pieces are in the hands of
private owners," he said.

hocolate contest Craws 'sweet' crowd to campus
urday in conjunction with
Mattoon 's 1990 Chocolate
est.
With only a chunk of mouthatering chocolate to work
'th, nine chocolate artists were
arged with using their own

creativity to paint, sculpt or
somehow transform the chunk
into a work of art.
"There were two components
to this event, invitational, where
the exhibits were just for fun
and the open competition, where
the entries must be creative and
design an artwork using their
own materials," said Michael
Watts, director of Tarble Arts
Center, which helped sponsor

that portion of the event.
"In the open competition, the
artwork must have been original
and made out of chocolate but
the entries don't have to be edible," he added.
The overall best-of-show
award and people's choice
award, both non-cash award
winnings, went to Mike Collier
of Mattoon, who carved a
carousal for a first place win.

Look for a
special
Homecoming
edition in
this Friday's

Cecil Martin of Greenup, came
in second place with his sculpture of a hawk.
"Everyone who attended was
encouraged to vote for the two
categories but there was only
300 voters and there was double
that amount in attendance,"
Watts said.
Judging was based upon creativity, artistic quality (balance,
proportion, design and use of

1---\1=

materials}, and sense of fun.
By entering the competition,
participants gave permission for .
their entries to be photographed
and reproduced for promotional
purposes by any or all of the
competition's co-sponsors such
as Mars, Inc., who supplied the
chocolate, the Coles County
Antique and Craft Dealer
Association and the Tarble Arts
Center.
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Located al 310 Madi~on Avenue, just west
wa~h in Charleston.
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Open 7:00p.m. to 9:00p.m.·ONLY
Sunday through Thursday
Evenings unlil I lallowccn
I luge sclt.'clinn of costumes for
adults, couples anJ group~.

OVER 3000 IN STOCK!
Most renlals $15

- $20 plus deposit.

Call 345-2617 for det01ils.
Reserve early for the bcsl selection.
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Not only is the
music the best in
blues, but the
special drinks are
[•II·"] blue too IvisA
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I
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"' MY SEC.RETARY" Resumes,
papers. Next to Monical's, 90318th St. MWF, 1-4 p.m.; T,Th, 9
a.m .- noon. Other times by
appointment. 345-1150.
~-----~-~-12/7
Microwave rentals . Carlyle
Rentals. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Mini storage rentals. 348-7746.
-~-~~-~---~00
Attention Students! Are you tired
of getting towed away? Are you
tired of tickets? Off-campus parking available at a monthly rate.
Call 345-5022 between 8am &
6pm.
------~--00
Typing-laser printer. $1 per page.
258-6840
10/19
c·~H~
A-=
R~
L=
Es
=T
~O
""'N
~
c-=o-=P~
Y-~
X~2,--,01 Linco 1n , 345-6313. RESUMES ,
resume packages, typing copies ,
typesetting , much more - LOW
PRICES , large selection of paper.
9/20-00
.
Services Offered: Golden Comb
Beauty & Tanning Salon. 3457530.
=-c---,----,,-----,--,-----=c--~1 0/8
Rhythm Guitarist - Saxophone
player looking for Band. Call Bob
345-9432.
-------~-10/9
Need a paper typed? $1 per
page. Call Vicki 581-2208. Please
give appropriate notice.

The Daily Eastern
News cannot be responsib I e for more than one
day's incorrect insertion.
Report errors immediately
at 581-2812. A corrected
ad will appear in the next
edition .
All classified advertising must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day 's publication.
Any ads processed after 2
p .m . will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be cance I e d after the 2 p.m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be
revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern
News assumes no liability
if for any reason it
becomes necessary to
omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
HELP WANTED
WANTED

AI>omON
RIDES/RIDlRS

ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

&..

FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Eastern News
CLASSIFIED
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Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Address: ________________
Phone:

Students

D Yes

Dates'to run

D No

Ad to read:

JANUARY SEMESTER BREAK

STE AM Bo, : T
-2~·~1Clll7NIGHTS .-~/
VAILIBEAVER~

Carlyle Rentals
348-7746

1 Like
Methuselah
5 "--stranger.
and ye took me
in": Matt. 25:35
10 Casino game
14 Stadium drink
15Appointed
16 Land west of
Nod
17 Airfield sight
20 Cabinet post
21 Sailors' patron
saint
22 Hostelry
23 Emit amplified
light
25 Seaport on We
Island
29 Ornamental
stone

33 Millay's"-Figs From
Thistles"
34 He directed
"Network"
35 Debussy 's "Air
de--"
36 Amphibian also
called
hellbender
40 Drop a pop fly
41 Womanizers
42 Baseball ' s Gus
or Buddy
43 Cincinnati
managers?
45 Pieces of
pottery
47 Callers of K 's
48 That ship
49 Bullets for a G.I.
51 Most ancient

DOWN

m~11•••• 24"F~~any-... : Gray

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with vaild ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste .

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

56 Thievish
Dickens lad
59 Augury
60 Crust
61 Roof edge
62 Shea nine
63 Places for
chapeaux
64 Pub quaffs

1 Italian wine
center
2 Evening dress
3 Work on galleys
4 Jutlander
5 Six-outs unit
6 Tea or water
adjunct
7 N African
bigwig
8 Pitcher Walter
Johnson, e.g.:
A.bbr.
9 Thirst auencher
10 Rapid Robert of
--1--1--11--1
pitching fame
11 First person
12 Site for 1O
Across
...-+.....-~ 13 Single
.;;;;.i.;;;;.ii..;::..t 18 Hibernia
_ _ _ _ 19 Spaniard 's
monetary unit
23 Certain beans

0 Check • O ·Credit
Check number

~

-~~.'2471

7NIGHTSQ/
-

COLUGIA'R
WINTl:ll llU
allllAKS
' I O l . l . F W U _ & _..

l·BGO-J2t•59'11

no. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00

:::::°"

for 9 months

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

.L"'

..:!!!J

.•~
BRECKENRllU~t

JANWll' 1·12 • U Oii 7 NIGHTS

$59

Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - -

OCash

~==~~~----,--,--10/1-4,8

ATTENTION special couple
wants to give your baby a loving
home. Give your baby and us a
chance. Attorney involved. Call
collect. Mary Ellyn and Chuck.
(708) 352-1656
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11

r.J~.a~

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Payment:

Are you the answer to our
prayers? We are a young , very
happily married white couple
who need your help to make
our family complete. We're
unable to have a baby and
want to adopt. Medical and
legal expenses paid. Confidential. If you would like to
speak to us , please call Dixie
& Scott collect at (212) 72 49326.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/19
Young married couple wanting
to adopt baby. Will provide loving secure home. Medical and
legal expenses paid. Call collect
Don or Diane 217-483-3341
after 5 p.m. or attorney 217352-8037

only

ACROSS

FORM

Delivery driver wanted. Day and
night hours 7 days a week. Apply
in person at Subway between 2-5
p.m. Monday - Friday. Must have
valid Illinois driver's license and
proof of insurance. Own vehicle
required.

Microwave
Rentals

Best fundraiser on campus! Looking for fraternity, sorority or student organization that would like
to earn $500-$1000 for a one
week on-campus marketing project. Must be organized and hard
working. Call Jeanine or Beverly
at 1-800-592-2121 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca10/8, 15,22
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT
HOME. CALL FOR INFORMATION. 504-641-8003 EXT. 9202.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8

SERVICES 0fFERED

LOST

Available Immediately: Hab Aide
positions caring individuals needed to work with developed mentally disabled adults. Full and
part-time shifts available; mornings 6-9; evenings 3-11 and 11-7
weekends. Apply at 738 18th St. ,
Charleston, between , 9am and 4
pm M-F EOE.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _9/17-00
Earn $300-$500 per week Reading Books at home. Call 1-615473-7440 Ext. B 360.
_ _ ca10/1,2,8,9, 15, 16,22,23
Rhythm Guitarist - Saxophone
player looking for Band. Call Bob
345-9432
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1019
Available immediately. Full-time 311. Individual to supervise staff and
developmentally disabled clients in
Residential facility. Must be aggressive and self-motivated with good
planning and organizational skills.
High School diploma required. But
one year of college preferred.
Inquire at 1738 18th St. Charleston.
Monday - Friday 8-4. E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000
mo. Summer, Yr. round , All Countries, All fields. Free info. Write
IJC, PO Bx 52 Corona Del Mar
CA 92625.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/19
Reliable person needed to
babysit with two children 3 p.m.5:30 p.m. Call 348-8758 after
5:30 p.m.

25 More
perspicacious
-~1-'-1- 26 Blazing
__,__,__,......_. 27 What a razor
razes

--1--11--11--1

Adopted two year old wishes to
share loving home with a little
brother or sister. Please help us
fill our empty nursery with another
child to share our love and devotion. For more information call
Brad or Sue collect (606) 8732271 or contact Atty. Glenna
(217) 352-7941 All legal expenses paid.

2 bedroom apt. for rent. $175 a
month plus electric. Phone 3456201
~~--,--~--,-~--~10/12

Available Spring Semester 2 bedroom furnished apartment. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7

2 bedroom furnished apartment,
1 1/2 bath, dishwasher, free laundry facilities. 1017 Woodlawn
348-7746.
---~-~~-~--,---00
Bargain: Furnished 2 bedroom
duplex 1/2 block from campus.
1720 10 St. 348-0440.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 10/5
2 subleasors for Spring 1991
semester. House on 10th & Lin·
coin . Parking. $150/month. 348·
0878.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
Apt. space for 2 males , quiet
neighborhood near campus. All
Utilities furnished. Own room.
345-3771.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca10/3,4,8,9
Available Spring Semester. 1
bdrm. apt. 1 block from campus.
348-5338.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/12

DELTA SIGMA Pl will meet tonight at 6:00 p.m. in the Tuscola/Arcola room.
Pledges will meet in the Oakland Room.
STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY will have a meeting tonight at 7:00
p.m. in Blair Hall room 100 regarding the St. Louis tour. Those interested in
going on the tour who are unable to attend the meeting should contact a
SAS officer.
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will have HOTLINE tonight at
9:00 p.m. on 3rd fl. Union. HOTLINE is a corporate prayer meeting where
people can go to present their needs to God. NEWCOMERS ALWAYS
WELCOME.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have a meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in 229 Coleman. All members should bring their dues. Members and pledges will discuss our new mystery service project.
WOMEN'S STUDIES COUNCIL will have a public meeting Tues. , Oct. 9 at
7·00 p.m. in Coleman Auditorium. The discussion will look at the question
"Should Parental Notification or Consent be required for a minor's abortion?"
STUDENT GOVERNMENT will have a voter registration drive today in the
Library Quad. Those students interested in registering must present 2 for
of ID. Off campus students must have proof of school address.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge one day only f
any event. All Clips should be submitted to the Daily Eastern Ne
office by noon one business day before date of event. Example:
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Cl
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday
Sunday events.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be pu
lished. No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or c
tains conflicting information will not be run.
2
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8

9

14
17

20

33
36
40

43

59
62

28 A 27 Down on a
farm
29 Bulrushes
30 Presbyter
31 Give way
32Some
noblemen
34 Praises highly
37 This is earth
shaking
38 Kind of opera
39 Org. in which a
Bird flies
44 We, the people

45 Nuances
46 Ruth, to old
Yankee fans
48Decipher
41i Alas!
soCo:'lvene
51 lniured
52 Notion
53 Equal: Fr.

54 Golfer
Ballesteros
55 Very, in
Versailles
56 Seaver or
Lasorda
57 Blaster's
material
58 Lawyer's
retainer

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17 ESPN-8

USA-9

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12, 12

LIFE-13

WCCU-24, 27 DISC-28

WEIU-29, 51

TBS-30

News
Night Court
Fresh Prince
Ferris Bueller
Jackie Collins'
Luck Chances

News
Ent. Tonite
Uncle Buck

News
Cosby Show
MacGyver

MacGyver

Dream of Jeannie
Night Court
Movie:Juv
Jungle

MacN°il Lehrer
Newshour
Innovation

E.N.G.

Cheers
Night Court
Movie: Off
Limits

News Scan
Wonderful
world of
Disney

Race to save
the planet

Movie: Double
Standard

Happy Days
Jeffersons
Movie:
Imitation of
Life

Major Dad
Country Music
Awards

News
Tonight Show

News
M•A•s•H

Late Night

Current Affair
Hard Copy

Sportscenter
Motorweek
NFL Match-up
NFL Magazine

NFL Football:
Browns at
Broncos

News
Love connect.

Powerboat Racing:
Pro Tour
Swimsuit 90
Baseball Tonite
Sportscenter
NFL's Greatest
Moments

Murder, She
Wrote
WWFWrest.

Miami Vice

Movie:Kin of
Gamblers
News
Night Court
Police Story

Equalizer
Movie

L.A. Law

Star Trek:Next
Generation
Are Are you being S rved Tracey Ullma Andy Griffith
Movie: Black
Arsenio Hall
Molly Dodd
Narcissus
Moonlighting
Vega$

Rendezvous
World Monitor
Monkeys to Ape
Wildlife
From Pacific Rim
to Seren eti
World Away
Wild Things
Beyond 2000

Panther Coun.
Combat!
Golden Years
of Television
Streets of
San Francisco

Movie: In
Daisy Clover

1·.111.111•11 : 1 Calvin and Hobbes
L '78 Yamaha 650 Special
.DO '75 Kawasaki 900z. Both
and run good . $625 OBO

6.
1213
'"'H"'"o-n....,da---,4-=-oo-=-c-m---,c=-u-s-to-m-wi nd
mer dependable looks great
OBO 345-1164 Dave.

8/30-00
~F~O-;::;R~D~E~SC~O~R=T~2~D=R.BLUE
EEO EXCELLENT CONDl$2,100 O.B.O. 345-3879.
1217

SPRINGHAVEN: Camping, fishing, mini golf, pedal boat, canoe.
Rental : pavilion. barn , camper,
tent. Open until Parent's Weekend. 4 miles E. of Charleston .
345-7658.
-,---,---,,-----,,,.--,-,,.--:ca 10/ 12
Need a Paper Typed? Call 3480735
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
RENTAL! Huge adult selection Very reasonable rates. 345-2617

by Bill Watterson
r~

GOi /\~\OE,._
S\T-COVI C/l.UED
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l-lQUS£ ~'S BAD ~N()\.Ki\t
~O ~i;, m,~ 1"E ONt
f\ ffi.I "Mt. '40\.UME. ~~.
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~-~----,~ca10/1-4,8-11

TOKEN'S CHECK CASHING
REGISTRATION EXTENDED.
WE CASH PAYROLL, MONEY
ORDERS, PARENTS, AUNTS,
~M~A~H-::-A-:-X~T~6~0-::-o-E=N:-D:::-:-:URO.
GRANDMAS . COME IN AND
W MILEAGE, GREAT FOR
REGISTER. TOKEN UNIVERSIPUS, RUNS GREAT, FAST.
TY VILLAGE.
_ _ca 10/3,4,8,10,12,15,17,19
345-8669. ROB.
Invite me to your next House
~==-.,.,..,-=-:::-:-o-~:-=-~.1211
0 BELLY PIRANHAS, LARGE Party - Fund Raiser - Kegger.
D SMALL, WITH OR WITH 345-2620. MAX'S MUNCHIES.
_ _ __ __ _ _ 10/10
T TANKS $5 TO $75 345ROCS is now open for functions,
MIKE.
parties , or group organizations
.--~=--=--:--::---=c:--=:--1217
aha RD 350 $450; Emerson
with a new look, new owner, and
new deals. Call Tim at 345-4097
ead VCR $150 OBO Must
or Chris at 345-8616 for details.
1348-5871 .
1217
~~~~~~~~~10/31
~C=-:Ac:-M:-:A~R::::O:-:R::-:S::-=
T-""'T=o=p=s -=
power
TOP OF ROCS IS BACK! NOW
AVAILABLE FOR YOUR PRIA/C cassette V-8 automatic
rdrive 100,000 warranty call
VATE FUNCTIONS AND PARTIES. CONTACT TIM AT 345-3231 AFTER 10 P.M. OR 3564097 OR CHRIS AT 345-8616.
$10,000 neg.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/31
9/10-00
:;,;:E-;::;R'""NM;-;;=;EN'°"T;o-;;S""'
E""'
IZ;;::E::::D:-:Ve hicles · The men of DELTA SIGMA PHI
would like to wish all the fraternim $100. Fords . Mercedes.
ties and sororities good luck on
ettes. Chevys. Surplus. Your
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. S-9997
Homecoming.
10/19
=--,--,------c---,---,.-:-10/8
r-::---:M7 a-::th-:-is-:-:H-:l-=F1=-c_a_m_e-ra VCR
Reminder to all students: Homecoming elections are tomorrow!
In stereo monitor all remote
new take $800." 348-5460.
Don 't forget to vote from 7:30
a.m. - 4:00 p.m. in the University
....,,...,,--,,---.,---:---;c;--:--:-;-1217
istic Logic controlled AM-FM Ballroom or Coleman Hall. Don't
forget to bring your ID.
reverse car cassette $325
In box take $175. 348-5460.
---,--~--,---,--~10/8
1217
Tracey Porch: Thanks for being a
~a"7.ll:-st:-:-ic-:-:M:-ac=-h-:-tw
_ o_s_p_e-cakers
great friend . Don 't know what I
would do without ya! Trina.
antz 130W EQAMP Sankyo
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 10/8
tte deck technics turntable
Tri-Sigma would like to wish all
.348-5460.
the sororities and fraternities the
1217
-.te-r-:1::::9""'87~Y=am
ah=-a-::80=-c-c two
best of luck for Homecoming '90.
er, low Mileage, economical
~--~,,.-:---~~~10/8
O.B.O. Call Todd 581-5926
TRI-SIGMAS and SIGMA NU'S,
Homecoming week is finally
1217
-..,H.,...a_rn_e_s_s7 L-o-om---:$::-"'.1'""0"""0-.3·45_
here, let's make it known, let's
make it clear. We 're out on a
1after5 pm.
mission, to pomp til we're don,
----:--:77::::-:;;;-c-- --;:---1217
we're going to do it til' HOMEnon/JVC Stereo System
COMING'S WON!
O and a Fisher 100 WATT
System $1000. Call after
,,.,-.,--,,,_-,---=--.,---,--~ 1018
Chris Davis: Thanks for dinner!
p.m. 348-5350.
Next
time it's on us. Your grocery
~-,-----;----:-----:-1217
friends, Cathy & Mary Sue.
rugs, oval and round , red,
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 10/8
, green $5 -$15. Almost new
Alpha Gamma Delta. Delta Tau
!bar w/driving lamps for miniDelta. Alpha Gamma Delta. Delta
$60. 345-2473 after 2 p.m.
Tau Delta. Alpha Gamma Delta.
1217
=-77Ho_n_d:-a-A=-c-c-o r-dc-cH
: :-:-a-:t-:
ch:-:back.
Delta Tau Delta. Alpha Gamma
Delta. Delta Tau Delta . Alpha
ns. Body very rough . Good
Gamma Delta.
and work car. $400 OBO.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
message 348-7841 . FREE
PHI SIGS and DELTA CHIS - Get
IES.
psyched for an excellent Homet=-:=-:---;::--;-:--;:;-;::--;--;-..,.-;-,1 2/7
coming week!! Get ready to
Dodge Colt SE, Hatchback
POMP, POMP, POMP!!
~ . 1988 Ford Escort 4 speed,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
mileage, $3250. 345-9627
PHI SIGS and DELTA CHIS : A
~.,---,--~.,--:--:--=-c--9/27-00
winning combination ! Meet at the
7 Honda Elite 80 Blu e 1,000
fair grounds tonight for the pomp'les . Like new $900 .00 OBO
ing party!!
-0490.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
.--:-~-;-;---;:-;--:----10/5
Alpha Tau PSI pledges! You guys
arley Davidson Motorcycle
are doing a GREAT job! Keep up
et. Like new my price $190
the good work! Tau love , The
call 348-8781
Actives.
-=:::--:::--:-::-:--:--::::::~-:1 0/1-00
982 Red Subaru 2DR . 4 speed.
.,.,--~=----o-~---~10/8
Alpha Taus! Hope you all had a
1.300. Call after 7:30 p.m. 345-9160
great
break! See you at 8:30 for
.-=-::-=-::--:-:----::-----:--10/2-00
E 301 series speakers. 4 yrs. ·meeting!
on warranty, $250, 581-3780.
~-~--~-=-----,10/8
Peach : Homecoming, Prom 2 LB,
~------·ca10/8 , 11
LL, St. Pats 2, Labor Day (TnLs).
SMND, EIU. Joy, hurt, pain , Happiness and Love . Just a few of
the events in the two best years
of my life . Always and forever,
Paulie.
10/8
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS
IS TUE. OCT. 9, 1990; 3:30 P.M.
Put application in Sigma Iota
Lambda box . Coleman Hall 204
(Pol. Sci. off.)
------,----~10/9
SUSANNE WEISE: Happy Birthday to the best Alpha Phi pledge.
Enjoy using your own l.D .'s! Love
your Linkster KP.
Quick cash . Highest prices for
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
jewelry, gold , silver, anything of
DELTA SIGS - Get psyched for a
value. The Pawn Shop. 348-1011
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 1217
great HOMECOMING week!
Love, the ALPHA PHIS
STRUT YOUR STUFF! Rent cos-----~~~-10/8
tumes for EI U Home coming
Lucky, You 're a GREAT coach !
Parade ! Choose from 3000 with
LOVE , The PH I SI G Football
groups available . By appointment
team .
345-2617 GRA ND BALL COS =----:=----..,:---- - : - -10/8
TUMES !
ca 10/1-12
Sweetest Day Personals coming
li-o -th-e-:S=-ig_m
_a--=P.,.-i=
Fl-oa
- t- Crew: You
October 19 to The Dail y Eastern
guys are doing a grea.J tob. Ke_e~
N_ews! Tell you r sweetie YOL! love
11 up. Love, :Z.oya
- •
-- - him/her!
~ • - - ..t 10/8

CLE~R

f>.. C~~££R. IN SPcl2TS UNTIL
Lt>-RN 1l:) sum~ M~
SUR-4\ll~l INSl'll\C.T'.

ID's FOUND: JULIE PETERSON
ick up your l.D . and driver 's
nse at the DEN Rm 127 Buzd Bldg.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
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Netters pick up two wins over weekend
start but things came together
after the first set" said Neate.
On Friday the Lady Panthers
Eastern's womens tennis team played in the Millikin University
picked up two victories this past , Tournament. Other teaf!lS ifi the
weekend, downing Indiana State tournament were Northeastern
6-3 and won the Millikin University, Coe College, and
Tournamnent raising the teams Millikin University. The singles
tournament consisted of three
record to 6-7.
The Lady Panthers beat flights . The first flight included
Indiana State on Thursday 6-3. the No. I and No. 2 singles play- .
Junior Missy Holste won a tough ers of all the schools. The other
three-set match at No. 3 singles flights consisted of the No. 3 and
while freshman Julie Purser also No. 4 singles players and the No.
won a tough three-set match at 5 and No. 6 singles players.
Junior Jill Bachochin, the No.
No. 6 singles.
Junior Dawn Brannon won in 2 singles player, won her flight
straight sets at No. 4 singles 6-1, beating No. 1 and No. 2 singles
6-1. "It was very windy out there players to walk away with the
today, but I feel like I played first place trophy. "The key was
very well today. My serve was that I just wanted it more. I
on today and that's why I won so served and vollied very well and
easily," said Brannon.
I stuck the important shots. I
In doubles action, the No. l think that was the differece" said
team of Holste and Cheryl Bachochin.
In the doubles final on
Pisczcek won in straight sets. At
No. 2 doubles the team of Neate Saturday all the teams from No.
and Bachochin won in three-sets I to No. 3 were grouped together
3-6, 6-2, 6-0. "I think we played in one flight. The tournament
well today. We got off to a slow had an all Eastern final as the
BY JIM KNOBLICH

Butler, Anderson help Bears
win over Green Bay Packers

Staff Writer

Jill Bachochin
team of Brannon and Purser
found themselves up against teamates Neate and Bachochin. The
final was not played because
Eastern had already won the
team competition.
Eastern 's last home match of
the season will l;>e played
Tuesday at 3 p.m. on Weller
courts.

Stanford ends Norte Dame's reign
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) Notre Dame, certain to lose the
No. 1 ranking this week, was also
saddled with some humbling
firsts after its loss to Stanford.
The 36-31 loss to the Cardinal
on Saturday was: - Notre Dame's
first home loss in 20 games.
• Notre Dame's first home loss as
a No. I team in 40 years.
• Coach Lou Holtz's first home
Joss with a No. l team.
• Holtz's first loss to a Pac-10
team.
"I congratulate Stanford," a
subdued Holtz said after Tommy
Vardell 's fourth toucndown - all
from a yard out - with 36 seconds
left gave the Cardinal (2-3) the
victory. "They made the critical
plays. They did not make the critical mistakes."
And this time they had all the
luck.
Stanford had lost three close
games, squandering leads to
Colorado and UCLA in the final
seconds and falling short in its
comeback against San Jose State.
But the victory vindicated
coach Dennis Green, who was
luckless and 1-3 heading into the
game against Notre Dame, which

pulled out last-minute victories
over Michigan and Michigan
State earlier this season.
"It's hats off to our team, the
players and the coaching staff,"
Green said. "There's no doubt
this is a major win for our program. We think we are doing
things right here."
Meanwhile, Notre Dame's mistakes proved costly.
When Ricky Watters dropped
the first of three Irish punt fumbles, Glyn Milburn, an Oklahoma
transfer who averaged I 93 allpurpose yards going into the
game, ran nine yards for a touchdown.
In the third quarter, a punt eluded
Adrian Jarrell and, four plays later,
Stanford closed the gap to 31-29 on
Vardell's third touchdown.
Jarrell had been a hero in Notre
Dame's 28-24 victory over
Michigan, catching Rick Mirer's
28-yard pass for the winning points
with 1:40 left.
Against Michigan State, Jarrell
grabbed a pass that bounced off a
defender's pads at the 2, setting up
the winning touchdown in that 2019 comeback.
Holtz was dumbstruck with his

team's sudden inability to catch
the ball.
"Possession is more important
than anything else," he said.
"You don't have to catch a punt.
If you don't feel you've got it
under control, pull off."
Watters and Jarrell were substituting on returns for Raghib
"Rocket" Ismail, who was hampered by a bruised thigh, and for
second-string returner Jeff Burris,
injured in a rugby class.
And the Irish were also missing
their key ingredient: luck.
Stanford stalled Notre Dame on
three fourth-quarter drives while
the Cardinal recovered from a 247 second quarter deficit.
"I think what accounts for us
shutting them down was us coming
out with heart in the second half,"
said Cardinal linebacker Ron
George. "We just didn't have it in
the first half."
Still, Notre Dame believed they
could win in the 36 seconds of the
final drive.
"When we were in the huddle,
there was no feeling of defeat,"
said Tony Smith, who caught Mirer
passes for 11- and 15-yard touchdowns.
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Early start upsets teams
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The
Cincinnati Reds and Pittsburgh
Pirates may get a break: the forecast for Monday calls for cloudy
skies and a chance of rain.
While sunny days and baseball
would seem to make a better
match, it's more of a nightmare
when the starting time is 3:18 p.m.
The plate area is draped in shadows and fly balls - when seen appear to be falling meteorites.
The Reds had their day in the
sun on Friday in Game 2 when
Barry Bonds got burned by it.
Bonds lost Paul O'Neill's high fly
and misplayed it into a tie -breaking double as the Reds won 2-1.
"It's ridiculous to play games at

3 o'clock," Bonds said. "It doesn
make any sense." The pl aye
can't complain too much, howev
er. The reason for the mid aftei:
noon starts is TV, and CBS
helping to pay a large portion
Bonds' salary.
The name of the game in tele ·
sion is ratings and CBS didn'
want to go against "Monday Ni
Football." The prime time line
for CBS on Monday feature
"Uncle Buck," "Major Dad"
the Country Music Associati
Awards.
"Riverfront is the hardest park ·
the league to see the ball duri
the day," Pirates center field
Andy Van Slyke said.
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punting situation with 6:36 left·
the game and Maury Buford'
kick was blocked by Tige
Greene.
However, Mickey Pruitt of t
Bears picked up the ball and
for a first down. The Bea
couldn't capitalize but B ufo
then punted out of danger.
After another exchange
punts, Anderson broke off his b'
run.
Coach Mike Ditka added so
spice in the first quarter when
sent in defensive tackle Willi
"The Refrigerator" Perry
offense late in the first quart
with the ball on the Green Bay
Perry lost a yard and Ander
scored on the next play.
It was the first time Perry h
been used on offense since No
16, 1987 at Denver. It was
Oct. 21, I 985, that Perry ran ~
one touchdown and led t
blocking for two Walter Payt
touchdowns in a 23-7 victo
over Green Bay that made Pe
a national celebrity.
The Bears went on to win
Super Bowl, with Perry scori
a touchdown in the 46- I 0 vie
ry over New England.
Anderson's touchdown ga
the Bears a 7-3 lead. Ch
Jacke kicked his second fie
goal of the game with 3: I 9 1
in the half to cut it to 7-6
Butler connected from 50 ya
with 42 seconds left in the h
for the 10-6 halftime lead.

JSausage Pizza

Pitchers

Jetsons, the movie (G) 6:45
Taking Care of Business (R17:00

CHICAGO (AP) - Quarterback
Mike Tomczak's 6-yard touchdown run on a bootleg play and
field goals of 50 and 51 yards by
Kevin Butler Jed the Chicago
Bears to a 27-13 victory Sunday
over the Green Bay Packers.
Neal Anderson, who rushed 21
times for I 4 I yards, set up the
clinching touchdown with 2:56
left on a 52-yard run, with
Tomczak passing to Cap Boso for
two yards and the score.
Coupled with Tampa Bay's 1410 loss to Dallas, the Bears (4-1)
took over sole possession of first
place in the Central Division of
the NFC. Green Bay, losing for a
second time in four weeks to the
Bears, dropped to 2-3.
The Bears held a I 0-6 lead late
in the third quarter when Richard
Dent recovered a fumble on the
Green Bay 17. Three plays later,
Tomczak skirted right end on his
touchdown run.
Tomczak took over for starter
Jim Harbaugh, who left the game
late in the first half with injured
ribs. A 29-yard pass from
Tomczak to Anderson set up a
50-yard field goal by Butler
before the half ended.
After Tomczak 's touchdown,
Don Majkowski and Sterling
Sharpe hooked up on a 76-yard
touchdown pass early in the
fourth quarter to cut the lead to
17-13. Three minutes later, Butler
booted his 51-yard field goal with
1I :47 left.
The Bears were forced into a

--------------------
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etroit Panthers
efeats battle
ikings
At Minneapolis, the Lions
ed to Bob Gagliano and he
ed in a terrific performance
place of injured starter
ney Peete.
agliano passed for 299 yards
d three touchdowns as
troit (3-2) dropped the
ikings into the NFC Central
liar.
innesota is off to its first 1-4
since 1967, has lost its last
o at home to division rivals
er 13 straight wins in the
etrodome and fell to the
ons for the first time since
rry Burns' debut as coach,
ding a string of seven
· gs wins.
agliano had TD passes of 22
s to Barry Sanders, five to
ichard Johnson and 16 to

At Dallas, the Cowboys sursed their victory total of last
on as rookie Emmitt Smith
hed for 121 yards and scored
a fourth-quarter, 14-yard
n. Smith 's yardage was the
st by a Dallas running back
ce Herschel Walker gained
yards against Cleveland on
c. 4. 1988.
Dallas (2-3) staged a 73-yard
've early in the fourth period
at was sparked by Tommie
ee's run on a 30-yard screen
s.
Vinny Testaverde, the NFL's
st proficient passer, couldn't
'ng back the Bucs (3-2), who
won three straight.

Scoring the touchdowns even
ade the dour Walton smile.
's new offense had been criti. d by fans, media and even
e players, but coach Chuck
oil stood by the former Jets
ch.
"Joe came up to me and said,
ood job, big man,"' Green
'd of his TD catches. "We're
k. I feel more in tune now. I
ow how the NFL feels." The
hargers felt that their fifthked defense could tontinue
ttsburgh 's unenviable streak.
ot only couldn't they do that,
y couldn't stop the Steelers
m rolling over them.
"It was embarassing," said
'nebacker Gary Plummer, who
cored a first-quarter touchown on offense when he
caught a 2-yard pass on a tackle-eligible play.

Eastern
Western

Od.
Mike Prior recovered at the
Chiefs' 21. After a 4-yard gain
by Trudeau and a 7-yard pass to
Stacey Simmons, Bentley ran in
for the touchdown.

27
17

How they scored

•From page 12.
a first-and-goal at the two.
Elder then ran a yard, and after
he gained nothing on the second-down rush, Montgomery
took the third-down play into
the end zone, which, with
D' Alesio's extra point, gave the
Panthers their 27-17 win.
"There were good game plans
on both sides of the ball, and the
coaches should be commended
for that," Spoo said of his offen?'lsive coordinator Roy Wittke and
defensive coordinator John
Smith.
"This was a big win on the
road - they've been hard to
come by lately," Spoo said. "To
get a win on the road is a real
boost for the team. I'm so proud
of the guys for that. I'm glad to
be back on track. Everybody
played well today."
The Panthers' offensive line
also improved Saturday. The
line, which had allowed 11
sacks in the last two games
including six last week against
Illinois State, did not give up a
sack.
"My impression is that it was
opened up a little bit better
today," Spoo said.
" We were able to run when we
needed to."
Eastern now has a string of four
home games after traveling five
of the first six games of the
year.

FIRST QUARTER
Western - Joe Allen 57-yard
blocked field goal return (Seman
PAT), 8:07, 7-0 WIU.
Western - Lance Earl 9-yard pass
from Willie Davis (Seman PAT),
3:25, 14-0 WIU.
Eastern - Jamie Jones 28-yard run
(J.R. Elder run), 3:04, 14-8 WIU.
SECOND QUARTER
Eastern - Eric Dirks 26-yard interception return (D' Alesio PAT failed),
13:38, 14-14.
Eastern - Broe Montgomery 2-yard
run (D' Alesio PAT failed), 1:10, 2014 EIU.
THIRD QUARTER
Western - Seman 41-yard field goal,
7:27, 20-17 EIU.
FOURTH QUARTER
Eastern- Montgomery 1-yard run
(D'Alesio PAT), 1:52, 27-17 EIU.
Team totals
First downs
Rushing
Passing
Penalty
Rushing
Carries
Net Yards
Passing
Attempts
Completed
Net Yards
Total net offense
Possession time

Eastern
14
11
2
1

Western
7
4
3
0

57
233

40
106

16
5
30
263
31 :48

21
7
45
151
28: 12

Individual totals
RUSHING
Eastern - Jones 34-148, Thorne 6-36,
Castillo 7-38, Montgomery 6-12, Elder
2-4, Borkowski 2-(-5).
Western - Davis 8-0, Cox 24-85,
Holloway 7-24, Fox 1-0.
PASSING
Eastern - Thorne 5-16-30-1.
Western - Davis 7-21-45-1 .
RECEIVING
Eastern - Milan 1-8, Jones 1-1, Grady
1-4, Montgomery 1-9, Ellens 1-8.
Western -Velde 1-4, Fox 1-7, Earl 19, Holloway 2-11, Cox 1-6, Bush 1-8.

Bar
Mixers

Watch For The

Homecoming
Edition

&

Longnecks

JorJes, Montgomery key
Eastern's ground attack
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Sports editor

MACOMB - Eastern 's passing
game wasn't exactly a factor in
the Panthers' 27-17 victory over
Western Illinois Saturday at
Hanson Stadium in Macomb.
Quarterback Jeff Thorne threw
just 16 times and completed only
five of those passes for 30 yards
before he left the game in the
fourth quarter with an ankle
injury.
But that didn't matter, because ·
Eastern 's running game was all
the Panthers needed for their first
Gateway Conference victory of
the year.
Junior tailback Jamie Jones ran
Broe Montgomery
for 148 yards on 34 carries to
lead the Panthers, who totaled situations.
233 yards on the ground. It was
"I love it," he said. "Last year,
the fifth 100-yard performance the coaches designated me to do
for Jones, who led the conference that. They usually pick me in
coming into the contest averaging those types of situations."
l 05 yards per game.
"We did that with him last year,"
And although sophomore full- said head coach Bob Spoo. 'Tm
back Broe Montgomery gained really pleased that he's come
just 12 yards on six carries, the through like he has. He 's a tough
yards that he did gain were runner."
important.
Things didn't start out well for
Five times with the Panthers in the Panthers. Western jumped out
either third- or fourth-and-short to a quick 14-0 lead in the first
situations, they gave the ball to quarter, but Montgomery said he
Montgomery, and he came wasn't concerned.
through.
" I personally did n 't think we
Montgomery had two touch - were out of it at that point,"
down runs - the first for two Montgomery said. " Before the
yards and the second for one yard game, I had a funny feeling. We
- and Jones scored Eastern 's first had some guys that were injured
touchdown on a 28-yard run. coming back and even when we
Montgomery said he enjoys get- were down 14-0, I thought we
ting the ball in the short-yardage would come back."

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL!

25¢ HOTDOGS
50¢ BURGERS
40¢ FRIES
$2 PITCHERS

Friday October 12
in the

$t00

FRIENDS

Daily Eastern News

Live Bands Fri & Sat

MUST BE I 9 TO ENTER!

Pagliai's Pizza
Large Thin Single Item
·& Qt. of Coke

509 VAN BUREN

BYRD'S CLEANERS
Complete Quality Cleaning

Hems, Waists, Sleeves, etc.
Around the curve on S. 4th St.

I 345-4546 I

For the Low Price

$7.95

Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4pm - 1am
2am on Weekends

345-3400

Colts 23, Chiefs 19
At Indianapolis, the Colts won
their second straight after opening with three defeats. Albert
Bentley won it with a 10-yard
run with 5:53 to go for his second touchdown.
Nick Lowery kicked four field
goals and Derrick Thomas had
four of seven sacks by Kansas
City (3-2) against Jack Trudeau.
But Christian Okoye 's fumble
set up the winning touchdown
midway through the final peri-

Scoring by quarters
8
12 O 7
14 0
3
0

Expires 10/30/90

The Big Four
•Quarter pounder with cheese
•Big Mac
•McChicken
•McDLT

For only

99¢ each

offer available after 4pm 10/8 - I 0/ 12

Campus McDonald s Only
1

{::{).~

Call for fitting

ALTERATIONS & REPAIRS
I

,FREE TOWING
with in house repair

Winnett - Deremiah
24 HR Towing
Auto Repair
Used Auto Parts

"LOW
RATES"

"THE
CHEAP
HOOKER"
(217) 345-4383
603 Madison
Charleston

Panthers battle past Leathernecks 27-17
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Sports editor

MACOMB - Eastern 's football contest at Western
Illinois Saturday in Macomb started off looking like the
Panthers' last three games.
The Leathernecks' Joe Allen ran. a blocked field goal 57
yards for a touchdown and quarterback Willie Davis connected with Lance Earl for a nine-yard touchdown pass to
give Western a 14-0 lead with 3:25 left in the first quarter.
At that point, the Panthers seemed destined to lose their
fourth straight contest and remain winless in the Gateway
Conference.
But Eastern, led by junior tailback Jamie Jones' 148
yards, ran for 233 yards and held Western to just 151 yards
in total offense in its 27-17 victory over the Leathernecks
in front of a Homecoming crowd of 9,161 at Hanson
Stadium.
The win moved the Panthers to 2-4 on the year and 1-1
in the conference, while Western dropped to 1-4 and 1-1.
"It was a big win," Panther head coach Bob Spoo said.
"I'm greatful that our kids battled so hard. They played
big, they played tough, they played hard.
"I'm pleased we did as well as we did. We fought hard.
After that blocked field goal for a touchdown. I thought it
was going to be a repeat of the last few weeks. We needed
this one."
With Panther kicker Ray D' Alesio back to attempt a 50yard field goal, Western 's Bryan Cox leaped and blocked
the kick, and the ball popped into Allen's hands. Allen
then ran untouched into the end zone to give his team a 7-0
lead at the 8:07 mark in the first quarter.

Harriers finish
fourth at Loyola
Invitational
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

Running at the Loyola Invitational this
weekend was a tough exploit for the men's
haniers.
The team was beset with injuries, and
had to battle some furious weat'1er conditions. Neverthless. the team managed to
claim fourth place honors out of a 16 team
field.
Without the injuries the coaches have no
doubt that the team would have finished
third.
"The injuries definitely upset the outcome," s~id head coach Neil Moore. "Two
of our otherwise top five had dwindled
performances due to aggravating injuries.
"Eric Baron has been suffering from a
foot injury for sometime now. It began
hurting him early in the race and he thus
had to withdraw. I think he used good
judgement though. I would much rather
have him rest and heal up for the end of
the season, than to have him strain through
these mid-season invites.
"Rob Dowell had bad cramps throughout the race which affected his performance. But I'm not as worried about this
problem. I think a simple change of diet
will do the trick."
Aside from the injury.problems, some of
the athletes had exeptional races. Ron
Fagan was Eastern 's top performer in
ninth place finishing in 25:54. Brother Jim
kept up his high level of consistency coming in at 13th place in 26:06. Freshman
John Eggenberger came up to finish as
Eastern's fourth man in 30th place at
26:52 for 8,000 meters.
"I was real pleased with John's performance this weekend," said Moore. "'He
really personifies the type of runner that
prevails under miserable conditions. He's
a real strong competitor over hilly courses.
Since the Loyola course had some severe
hills, I think this was to his advantage.
Other notable performances by Eastern
were Scott Touchette coming in 25th at
26:42, Brett Carlson in 45th at 27:24 and
Sean Gale in 56th at 27:35.
The overall team winner was nationally
ranked Alabama, complying a 31 point
total. The overall individual winner was
unattached Marquette alum Keith Hansen.

. Running game keys Eastern's
victory. Page 11
The Leathernecks put together a IO-play, 48-yard drive
on their next possession, capped t>y Davis' third-down
pass to Earl in the end zone, and were in command 14-0.
But Panther Rod Heard returned the ensuing kickoff 40
yards to Westem's 48, and after a 20-yard run by quarterback Jeff Thorne, Jones weaved his way through the
Leatherneck defense for a 28-yard touchdown run. Jones'
performance gave him his fifth 100-yard game of the season.
Fullback J.R. Elder ran in the two-point conversion to
cut the Western lead to 14-8 with 3:04 left in the opening
period.
Two series later, Davis dropped back to pass on a a
third-and-seven from his 15, but Panther nickle back Eric
Dirks grabbed Davis' throw at Western 's 26 and ran
untouched into the end zone for the interception TD. A
holding call put D' Alesio's extra-point attempt 10 yards
back, and he missed his second kick into the wind, keeping
the score tied at 14 with 13:38 left in the first half.
Eastern capitalized on another Western turnover for its
next score. Panther comerback Juan Cox recovered a fumble by Leatherneck tailback Mike Cox and returned it four
yards to give Eastern the ball at the Western 30.
On third-and-nine from the Leatherneck 13, Thorne who later injured his ankle and had to leave the game threw incomplete to receiver Martin Ellens. But Western 's

defensive back was called for a pass interference penal
and the Panthers moved to the Western two.
On the next play, fullback Broe Montgomery ran up t
middle for the touchdown, his first of two on the after
noon. Again, though, the conversion failed after a b
snap, so Eastern led 20-14 with l: I 0 remaining in the half
Matt Seman kicked a 41-yard field goal with 7:27 left·
the third quarter to cut the Panther lead to 20-17, b
Eastern 's defense - led by linebacker Mike Settles' 1
. tackles - held Western scoreless the rest of the game.
So dominating was the Panther defense that th
Leathernecks had just seven first downs, 106 yards rushin
and 45 yards passing. Eastern also sacked Davis five tim
for 4 7 yards.
Thome, who finished the day completing five of 16 pas
es for 30 yards and an interception, was injured with abo
seven minutes left in the game.
Thome said after the game that he felt fine and prelim"
nary indications were positive. He added that the tea
doctor told him nothing was broken, but that there mig
be ligament damage. He will have x-rays taken Monda
when he is examined more closely.
Junior Lee Borkowski replaced Thorne and led th
Panthers to their clinching touchdown. ~!though he didn
attempt a pass, Borkowski handed off to Jones five consec
utive times, including a 34-yard run. But Eastern w
faced with a fourth-and-two at the Western five.
Spoo elected to go for the first down instead of optin
with the field goal, and his decision paid off Montgome
ran up the middle for a gain of three, and the Panthers had
• Continued on page 11.

Soccer team runs past Valparaiso 4-1
By R.J. GERBER
Staff writer

Eastern 's soccer team got some
unexpected scoring as it defeated
Mid-Continent Conference foe
Valparaiso Friday at Lakeside
Field.
The Panthers dominated the
Crusaders throughout the entire
contest, winning 4-1 , despite
missing two of their top offensive players. Sophomore forward
Tom Waters sat out after receiving a red card in the Panthers'
previous contest at Texas
Christian.
Junior midfielder Terry Dixon
had to serve a one-game suspension for receiving a total of five
yellow cards during the course of
this season. This is the first year
that the NCAA has put the rule
into effect.
One of the players that picked
up some of the slack for Eastern
was
sophomore
Adam
"Chopper" Howarth.
Howarth put Eastern on top to
stay at the 39:45 mark when he
pot in a rebound shot from teammate Mario Mihalic. It was
Howarth 's first collegiate goal.
"It felt really good," Howarth
said. "I was happy to get it in. I
knew I could score. Maybe that
will help people gain some confidence in me."
Eastern coach Cizo Mosnia
said that Howarth earned the
opportunity to play with the
effort that he put forth in Texas.
"Adam deserved the start,"
Mosnia said. "He played well."
Eastern took its 1-0 lead into the
second half when Mosnia had a
few words for his squad.
"We weren't putting our
chances away," Mosnia said. "If
you continue to miss the opportunities, they come back to haunt
you. I told the team that we have
to put them away."
Eastern outshot Valpo 24-5
overall. The Panthers also held a
big advantage in comer kicks, 95.

THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo Ed"

Eastern soccer player Tom Pardo kicks the ball upfield during the Panthers 4-1 win over Valparai
Friday afternoon at Lakeside :Peld.

Eastern increased its lead to 2-0
at the 48:31 mark when sophomore forward George Janovich
put in a rebound past Valpo keeper Rich Naden. Janovich 's goal
was the first of his injury-riddled
season.
Valpo came back to split the
Panthers lead in half when
Shawn Mejdrich put in a shot
from the right comer at the 59:25
mark. Eastern goalkeeper John
Gouriotis wasn't happy with the
goal.
"I was really disappointed that
they scored," the freshman keeper said. "Our build-up was great
today though. We had all the
shots. We just want to keep winning."
Eastern put the game out of
reach in the waning moments of

the game. Freshman midfielder
Jim Harkness found the back of
the net as he took a shot that
deflected in off of a Valpo
defender.
Junior midfielder Dino Raso
closed out the scoring with just
under four minutes to play in regulation. Raso put the ball past
Naden from 25 yards out in the
left comer.
Mosnia said that he was
relieved to get the victory.
"We needed the win," Mosnia
said. "We are satisfied that we
won the game."
Mosnia also added that Eastern
received some inspired play from
sophomore
forward
Jim
Davidson.
"Jimmy hustled the whole
game," Mosnia said. "He gave us

a lot of opportunities."
Gouriotis played the entire g
in net for the Panthers, but did
really expect to.
"I was surprised," Gourio
said. "But we goalies have o
own ideas."
Mosnia said that Gourioti
time had come.
"It was time for John to g
a start," Mosnia said. "H
proved that he can do a go
job."
Eastern improved its unbeat
en streak to 18 games in MC
play with the victory ove
Valpo. Next up for th
Panthers is Western Illinois
Macomb.
Eastern improved to 4-6 over
all, and 3-0 in the MCC
Valpo dropped to 4-7-1.

